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QooCam Studio Tutorial



How to do Stabilization in QooCam Studio

For 360 Video

For 180 3D video
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How to do Stabilization in QooCam Studio

1. Download and open the desktop stitching software QooCam Studio. Click “Editior”.

2. Click “Add” and import the photos/videos that you like to edit.
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 For 360 Video
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1.You can play and go through the entire video, or move the slider to choose the 
    starting and ending point of the video.

2.Click the “360” button to start 360 preview player where you can drag and 
    change the point of view with the mouse.
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4.Pick one from the following options: full stabilization and anti-shake.
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3.Manually adjust your horizon line of your footage by adjusting the parameter of 
    yaw/pitch/roll.

5.If you have many footages you want to do the stabilization, when you finish editing 
   one footage, click “Add to queue” and the footage will be added into the batch job, 
   and you can pursue working on another footage.

6.If you have only one footage, just click “Render” at the right corner and go the 
    render page.

7.Choose resolution, format, quality and output directory for the video.
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For 180 3D video

2.Choose different projection, scale for the video.

3. Click “Anti-Shake” to enable the stabilization.
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1.When you import the 180 3D footage, the edge of the video will be automatically 
    trimmed with a black border.

For VR180, select Equiretangular projection and 1:1 scale; For 3D TV format, select 
Cylindrical/Perspective projection.
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4.Click “Render” and go to the render page.

5.Choose the type, format, bitrate, resolution and output directory for the video.

How to generate a wide-angle portrait using Refocus

1.Open QooCam Studio > Add a 3D 180 picture with closer foreground.
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2.The default preveiw mode is Stereo ( both eyes) with Equiretangular profection. 
    You can select Left/Right view on the top to change it into 2D picture. 
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4.Turn on the Refocus bottom                         , and tap on focus point icon           .

5.Click on the frame to decide which part you want to focus on, and adjust the 
   strength of the blur.

6.Click ‘Render’ to output the final image. 
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3.Select the frame scale and the projection mode (Cylindrical / Perspective). Click 
    and drag on the preview to adjust angle, scroll to zoom in or zoom out.
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7.To check the corresponding depth of the picture, choose the “Depth” mode 
    preview. 

8.To generate depth map, go to ‘Render’ section > Find ‘output width depth’ and 
    select ‘Yes’ > Click ‘Render all’. Then you will get two outputs: depth (EXR/PNG) 
    and output image (JPG/PNG). 
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How to Edit

1.  Record 180 3D video using QooCam

2. Turn on the QooCam, connect it to the computer via the USB cable provided in 
    packaging (and the power light will blink blue). Tap the power button, the power 
    light will stay blue.

3. Open the folder, copy the files to hard drive, and add the 180 3D video to 
    QooCam Studio. Choose the starting point and ending point of the video.
    Choose the default settings, e.g. Projection: Equirectangular; Scale: 1:1; 
    Stabilization: Anti-shake; Color Correction: ON

How to Edit, Upload and Watch 180 3D Video 
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4. Click ADD TO QUEUE or RENDER. 
    On the rendering page, select “Stereo 3dh”. Click “Render Selected”.

5. The output will automatically be injected with VR180 google and Facebook 3D 180 
    metadata, so you can upload to Facebook or YouTube directly.
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How to Upload to Facebook and Watch

1. Upload to Facebook (Facebook recognizes it as 180 3D video)
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2. Click the ●●● on the top right corner, then click SAVE VIDEO. 

3. Put on your Oculus Go, go to Facebook 360 App, scroll down Your Videos. The 
    video will appear on your Saved Videos list.

How to Upload to YouTube and Watch

1. Upload to YouTube and publish (YouTube recognizes it as 180 3D video)
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2. When you play the 180 3D footage in YouTube on desktop PC, it will show like 
    traditional frame video.
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3. When you open the video on YouTube APP, choose the quality to 2160s, select the 
    cardboard symbol, and the video will play in the 3D 180 mode. 

4. Now put on VR goggles or cardboard or VR headset like Samsung GearVR.
    Enjoy it!
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Going Live 360 or 3D 180 with QooCam

4.Connect to Facebook or YouTube and start live stream

1.Prepare QooCam, and a PC for VR live streaming with recommended configuration 
   (e.g. Win10 64bit i5+1050ti+8GB). Connect them via the USB cable. 
2.Turn on QooCam and open QooCam Studio.
3.Click “Live” and get the preview

Note: 
(1)Zoom H2n handy recorder can be used as a computer microphone for better 
     audio quality. Connect it to the PC and choose “High Definition Audio” in “Audio 
     Stream” section of QooCam Studio.

(2)Ensure you have a strong network connection for live streaming
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Live Stream to Facebook

For 360 live stream

1.QooCam: 360 mode shooting

2.QooCam Studio: 360 mode
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3.Facebook

(1)You can go live from a profile, Page, group or event. Select Create Live Stream to 
     begin, or go to https://www.facebook.com/live/create and click Create Live 
     Stream.

Choose where you want to post your live broadcast.
Write a description, Title and Video Game tag.

(2)Click the “Settings” button to reveal a section for 360/180 streams denoted “360   
     video”, Select the checkbox for “Broadcast this as a spherical video”. 
     And choose “360 Video – Standard”.

(3)Copy and paste the Server URL and stream key to QooCam Studio, choose the 
     highest supported resolution and bitrate you are able to stream at (a resolution of 
     2160p or 1440p is preferred for live 360)
     Click “go live” in QooCam Studio.
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(4)Click “Go Live” or Schedule in Facebook and start

Note: 
For 180 live stream to Facebook, 

1.QooCam: 180 mode shooting

2.QooCam Studio: 180 mono or stereo
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3.Facebook
   Choose “180 Video - 3D” for 180 3D live stream, or “180 Video - Standard” for 180 
   2D live stream.
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1.QooCam: 360 mode shooting.

360  Live stream to YouTube

2.QooCam Studio: 360 mode.

3.YouTube

(1)Select “Events” on the YouTube Live platform.  
     Note: If you select “Stream Now” you won't be able to stream in 360.
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(2)Go to Advanced settings and check the box next to This live stream is 360°, click 
     “create event”.

(3)Choose "Single-use stream key" and then "Other encoders".
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(4)Copy and paste the Server URL and stream key to QooCam Studio, and click 
     “Live” in QooCam Studio.
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(5)Go to “Live Control Room” to check the Internet connection.
     Click “View on Watch Page” to start streaming 
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